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The interplay between attention, experience and skills in online language teaching

Abstract: The demand for online teaching is growing as is the recognition that online teachers require highly sophisticated skills to manage classrooms and create an environment conducive to learning. However, there is little rigorous empirical research investigating teachers’ thoughts and actions during online tutorials. Taking a sociocultural perspective, this study explores the interplay between the attention focus of language teachers during synchronous online tutorials and their reflections on their own teaching practices. Eyetracking data show that patterns of attention focus on different areas of the screen (representing technical facilities, social interaction and content) are related to practitioners’ experience in online teaching including familiarity with a particular platform. In particular, those with less online teaching experience display greater attention to technical areas than their more experienced colleagues. These findings are confirmed in the teachers’ reflective interviews, stimulated by watching gazeplot videos of their online tutorials. Their reflections also yield deeper insight into reasons for particular actions. Thematic analysis was used to relate the reflections on teaching strategies to the levels of online teaching skills (Hampel and Stickler 2005, New skills for new classrooms: Training tutors to teach languages online. Computer Assisted Language Learning 18(4). 311–326). Our research has extended Bax’s normalisation (2003, CALL – past, present and future. System 31(1). 13–28. doi: 10.1016/s0346-251x(02)00071-4) of the use of technology in face-to-face classroom learning into online learning environments. Mirroring the ontogenetic development of increasing digitalisation, teachers in online environments appropriate the skills necessary to free cognitive resources for attending to social and pedagogic aspects of their teaching.
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1 Introduction

Watching online language teachers at work, it soon becomes obvious to the observer that these professionals display a high level of very specific skills. These include adapting to a multimodal environment, facilitating communication, being attentive to mediation between different languages and cultures, and deftly handling supporting technology. Teachers of other subjects working within a sociocultural pedagogical framework can learn from their skills in encouraging interaction between their learners and scaffolding learning dialogues. The purpose of this paper is to present new knowledge about different forms/levels of synchronous online teaching identified through an innovative combination of eyetracking and stimulated reflection interviews. This takes into account external data showing teachers’ attention focus, and introspective data reflecting on their skills and strategies. Our findings and conclusions will inform online teacher training beyond foreign language teaching.

Synchronous online tutorials demand a high level of explicitness from the teacher, as many of the non-verbal elements of communication are absent. Interaction in a second language is a very specialised form of communicating and thinking together that promotes learning in an exploratory and engaged manner leading to internalisation of language skills. Teaching in a language that is not native to the students adds a layer of complexity and necessitates even more frequent measures of scaffolding and clarification. Hence, it can be argued that online language teachers are among the most self-aware of teaching professionals, and ideally placed to provide a window into the thoughts and reflections of an educator.

As language teaching researchers we adopt a sociocultural stance (Lantolf and Thorne 2007; Vygotsky 1978; Wertsch 1994), placing our education studies between theory and practice. We see online language learning as a form of communication mediated by technology (Hampel 2009), language (Lantolf 2000), and pedagogy (Stickler and Shi 2017). It is distinctive in that the technology used for synchronous online interaction changes the form of communication. Secondly, the language used is simultaneously the subject of learning and the means for communication; and finally, the pedagogical stance is an educational dialogue, scaffolded by the teacher as competent user of the L2 and enacted by the learners. At the same time, we see that the collaborative research process between researchers and participants can jointly create insights that would not otherwise emerge. Our aim is co-creation of new knowledge through reflection and involvement.

In our research we have used a unique combination of methods to gain access to the attention focus of teachers on the one hand and their thoughts...
about teaching strategies on the other. By combining eyetracking with stimulated reflection (SR) interviews, we can offer an outsider view of the shifting attention focus of online teachers through analysis of their gaze movements, and an insider view of thoughts and strategies, based on teachers’ detailed reflections stimulated by interviewer questions while jointly viewing a replay of their gazeplot video. Whereas previous studies of online teaching skills (e.g. Levy et al. 2009) rely either on observation (outsider view) or on post-hoc reflection of the teacher (insider view), our unique, innovative approach combines the two perspectives, making our findings richer, and more robust and reliable. Furthermore, our approach fulfils the demand of Dede and his colleagues that research methodologies in studying online teaching “do not simply replicate methods used in studying face-to-face professional development but instead take advantage of the unique data collection possible in online programs” (Dede et al. 2009: 16).

This paper on teaching behaviours and strategies complements previous work by the authors in investigating the strategies of language learners participating in online language tutorials (Stickler and Shi 2015). It also builds on and refines previous work justifying eyetracking as a reliable and innovative method in language learning research (O’Rourke et al. 2015; Stickler and Shi 2017; Stickler et al. 2016).

Section 2 will explore the context of online language teaching and the teachers’ experience, the method of eyetracking, the mixed method approach we have chosen for our study and the research questions. In Section 3 we will present our project and the data analysis. Results and findings (Section 4), discussion (Section 5) and conclusion (Section 6) form the final parts of our paper.

2 Context of our study

2.1 Online language teaching

This section sets our study in the context of previous research in online language teaching.

2.1.1 Normalization of online teaching

There has been an increase in distance and online language learning over the last two decades, with the Open University and its approximately 9,000
language learners at the forefront of this growth (Hampel and de los Arcos 2013: 1). Elements of distance learning have also been introduced into classroom-based language learning in blended learning (Murphy 2011: 17) and an increasing number of language schools are offering courses through “desktop video-conferencing platforms” (Guichon 2009: 167).

The original concept of “normalization” (Bax 2003: 16) refers to the use of technology in face-to-face classrooms when the technology becomes so commonplace that it is no longer noticeable. This concept is a useful lens through which to observe changes in teaching and learning over time and has not yet been fully developed for online teaching. Synchronous online language teaching is now at a stage where it might become “normalized”, and so the concept should be extended to encompass it.

It is increasingly accepted that “[t]echnology-mediated language learning is not the same as classroom-based, teacher-led, face-to-face learning” (Levy et al. 2015: 5), but rather that “the environment shapes interaction” (Hampel and Stickler 2012: 135) so that online environments can be considered as “sites of practice” rather than “tools for interaction” (Goodfellow and Lea 2007: 29). While synchronous online teaching in audio-graphic conference environments such as Blackboard Collaborate is becoming increasingly common in practice, we are still lacking data to prove normalization, e.g., by linking teachers’ attention focus on technology to different degrees or forms of normalization.

### 2.1.2 Skills for synchronous online language teaching

To successfully teach synchronous online language lessons, teachers, novice and experienced, need to continuously adapt their existing skills and develop new ones to benefit from the affordances of emerging technologies. They also need to make informed decisions about the activities and environments they will use to facilitate language learning for their students. However, technology still tends to be used to support “old” ways of teaching (Cutrim Schmid and Whyte 2012) rather than leading to the development of new teaching skills (Dougiamas 1998; Wang 2004). In order to move forward from this situation, it is necessary to increase knowledge of the potential of new “sites of practice” and of the ways in which they can promote (language) learning mediated by the skills of online teachers.

The importance of understanding the skills desirable for effective online language teaching has led to the development of a number of frameworks and models used to inform teacher training. These include the pyramid view of synchronous online teaching established by Hampel and Stickler (2005: 317)
which they subsequently described as “grounded in a sociocultural understanding of learning” and which “therefore emphasised the higher skills of facilitating online socialisation, creativity and developing a teaching style that could be ‘owned’ by an individual teacher” (Hampel and Stickler 2015: 64). The seven levels of the skills pyramid are:

- Level 1: Basic ICT competence
- Level 2: Specific technical competence for the software
- Level 3: Dealing with constraints and possibilities of the medium
- Level 4: Online socialisation
- Level 5: Facilitating communicative competence
- Level 6: Creativity and choice
- Level 7: Own style

(Hampel and Stickler 2005: 317)

Other skills groupings include the Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK) framework (Koehler and Mishra 2009) which identifies technology, pedagogy and content knowledge as “necessary to successfully integrate technology use into teaching” (p. 60). This model is not specific to language teaching and does not include the higher level skills (levels 4 to 7) of Hampel and Stickler’s pyramid. In 2009, Guichon identified “three main types of competencies pertaining to synchronous online teaching, relating to socio-affective, pedagogical and multimedia regulation”, all of which were claimed to be infused by (rather than separate from) the technical dimensions of online teaching (2009: 170).

For the purposes of this study, the seven levels of Hampel and Stickler’s model provide a wider span of skills than TPACK and greater granularity than Guichon. They link well with the concept of normalization, in that the lower skill levels show little or no normalization whereas the higher ones provide a more likely fit with a normalized use of technology. While there is no shortage of frameworks to describe and analyse online teaching skills, studies exemplifying these skills are still scarce. The actions and reflections of teachers can reveal the skills they employ; and data collected through observation, guided reflection or introspection can then be analysed using the structure of the skills pyramid.

### 2.2 The experience factor

Both normalization and skills can be measured on sliding scales. We now explain how these can be linked to experience. Researchers have explored the process of progression from face-to-face to online teaching (for example Levy et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2010) and have highlighted the importance of hands-on experience in this transition (Murphy 2015: 47). Highlighting
the importance of reflections, Farrell has suggested that in face-to-face teaching of English as a second language (ESL) experience does not automatically result in the development of expertise “unless teachers consciously and actively reflect on these experiences” (2013: 1080). He identifies five characteristics of teacher expertise: Knowledge of Learners and Learning, Engagement in Critical Reflection, Access to Past Experiences, Informed Lesson Planning and Active Student Involvement (2013: 1071). In an investigation of differences between novice and experienced ESL teachers, Gatbonton called for further “painstaking and careful research” to extend understanding of these differences and enhance teacher training by addressing gaps in beginner teacher skills and knowledge (1999). The present study is an exemplar of that “painstaking and careful research” in the field of online synchronous language teaching.

2.3 Exploring teacher attention and reflection

To draw a fuller picture of how online language teachers teach, and to explore their reasons for their actions, this study combines eyetracking of each teacher’s gaze during online sessions, with their reflections stimulated by viewing playback of their gazeplot superimposed on a video recording of on-screen activity. The method is described in detail in Stickler and Shi (2017). This unique approach has four main advantages: it is (1) robust, (2) flexible, (3) empowering and (4) takes advantage of online data collection opportunities. The following Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 detail our approach towards these ends.

2.3.1 Eyetracking research

Eyetracking is a research technique that makes use of precise records of eye movement on a screen, and therefore enables detailed study of a person’s attention focus and cognitive process at a given time, as claimed by the “eye-mind” hypothesis (Just and Carpenter 1980). According to Jacob and Karn (2003), the technique was first used in first language (L1) reading research over 100 years ago. It was then adopted extensively in information processing (Rayner 1998, 2009), and in usability research (Nielsen and Pernice 2010). When comparing different research methods in Second Language Acquisition (SLA) to investigate internal processes of language learning, Leow et al. (2014) concluded that “[…] ET [eyetracking] is arguably the most robust measure of learner attention given the rich data it gathers in relation to participants’ eye movements” (p. 117).
2.3.2 Mixed-method eyetracking

Following Nielsen and Pernice’s (2010) suggestion that eyetracking should be supplemented with stimulated recall to confirm interpretation in Human-Computer Interaction studies, we adopt a mixed-method approach. This is also in line with more recent uses of eyetracking that combine machine analysis with human input (Fong et al. 2016). In SLA research, Gass and Mackey’s (2000) approach to stimulated recall interviews has been widely used. Extending this method, Levy and Kennedy (2004) deployed stimulated reflection to enable learners to describe their language production as well as the language learning process. In the present study, as we will see, complementing eyetracking with teachers’ stimulated reflection revived teachers’ memories of the online teaching process and the strategies they had used, and at the same time encouraged them to reflect on the differences between online and face-to-face teaching.

Use of stimulated reflective interviews is in line with Schön’s concept of a “reflective practitioner” (1987). Reflection has been claimed as an important contributing factor to teachers’ initial training and continuing professional development. Although there are some concerns about the relatively vague definition of the concept (e.g., Korthagen 2016), professionals use “reflection on action” (Schön 1987) in educational processes. In the context of online language teachers’ professional development, Guichon (2009) too stresses the relevance of reflective analysis. Guided reflection is used in teacher training, and reflection stimulated by recordings of actual classroom teaching can lead to deeper thought processes in teachers (Messmer 2015).

Having noted the professional relevance of reflection, and whilst acknowledging its importance for future applications of our research, in the current context reflection is used not to support the professional development of teachers but as a research tool. Hence, we define reflection as the thoughts teachers revealed while watching back over their own tutorials, stimulated by the gazeplot video of their eyetracking and by participating in a research dialogue.

2.3.3 Advantages of a mixed-method approach

Our method empowers teachers to reflect on and describe their own practices without being constrained by any particular framework or expectations so that they are no longer informants, but co-constructors of knowledge in our study, in line with the sociocultural approach described by Lantolf and Thorne (2007).
We match our data collection methods to the teaching environment, thereby exploiting both the breadth and depth of information available. The recordings of online tutorials and the eye movements of teachers reveal details of online teaching activity and teacher attention. Moreover, as highly self-aware professionals, online language teachers are able to contribute their unique professional insights while being reminded of the moment-by-moment progress of their sessions through stimulated recall or reflective interviews. This takes advantage of the data collection possibilities available in online teaching contexts as recommended by Dede et al. (2009). Finally, from a sociocultural perspective, this approach facilitates the elucidation of additional information, hitherto unavailable without involving teachers as co-constructors of knowledge.

Our combination of methods is flexible enough to allow data triangulation, bringing together qualitative and quantitative data. Capitalising on the strengths described above, our analysis will examine the relative balance of eye focus on content, social, and technical screen areas, and trace the underlying reasons for any observed differences.

2.4 Research questions

In order to establish what online teachers do and what they think while they are teaching online, we investigate their attention focus and their reflections. Attention focus can give us information about their cognitive processes that are otherwise difficult to observe, for example, planning interventions, responding to interactions, or resolving technical problems. Reflection as a research tool can give us an insight into teachers’ intentions and strategies, such as establishing social presence or encouraging communication. In this study, we regard teaching strategies as the deliberate and considered application of appropriate skills to promote learning or to resolve a problem; i.e., the conversion of (potential) skills into (concrete) actions. Strategies may bring into action skills at a variety of different levels, such as those presented in Hampel and Stickler’s pyramid (Hampel and Stickler 2005; Stickler and Hampel 2015).

We attempt to answer the following questions:

RQ 1: Where do online teachers focus their attention during synchronous, multimodal, interactive tutorials?

RQ 2: What teacher reflections are stimulated by observing eyetracking replay of their teaching?

Online teaching, like every successful educational dialogue (Mercer 2000), relies on establishing rapport between learners and more advanced peers,
including teachers. Our questions are related to the overarching need to establish what happens in online classrooms and to define successful online teaching. In language teaching, dialogue is both means and end with respect to learning. In every pedagogy based on sociocultural theory (Daniels 2007; Vygotsky 1978) dialogue serves as an important vehicle for learning.

2.5 Ethical considerations

The study followed guidelines issued by the British Educational Research Association for ethical research in teaching and learning contexts. In particular, the researchers ensured that the participants felt part of the research process and were fully informed about its purpose and use. Participants were offered a choice of names used in the data and pseudonyms are used for those teachers who requested it. After transcription, interview data were shared with the teachers and they were able to comment again on their reflections.

3 Project description and data analysis

To investigate the process of online synchronous language teaching, three language teachers at the Open University were each invited to conduct an online tutorial in their respective languages of expertise: Valérie in French, Xiaomei in Chinese, and Ella in German. Our sample was opportunistic and purposive insofar as we were looking for tutors at different experience levels and we chose those volunteers easily available to us. Before each tutorial, the researchers interviewed the teacher about her teaching background, teaching beliefs, and views and experience of online teaching. Each tutor then carried out a short online language session with four learners who took part remotely from their own computers in their familiar environment. Although the sessions were shorter than a normal language tutorial at the Open University, by and large they resemble parts of the normal teaching cycle and tutors chose to create tasks equivalent to the standard teaching features.

All three tutorials were held using Blackboard Collaborate software that facilitates synchronous audiographic communication (teachers did not share video of themselves). Teachers taught from computers located in the educational laboratories of the Open University where their eye movements were recorded on a table mounted Tobii 60 eye tracker (62.5 Hz sampling rate). After each tutorial, teachers were asked to watch a replay of their gaze fixations overlaid on a video
recording of the tutorial. The recording comprised the on-screen graphics from
the tutor’s perspective and a complete sound recording of the session. A
researcher sat with each teacher and conducted a stimulated reflection interview
with them as they watched and listened. Teachers were able to stop the record-
ing at any time, rewind, and comment on aspects of their teaching or their gaze
movement. They were asked to focus on recalling what happened and explain-
ing why it happened. When the stimulated reflection interviews were complete,
a short questionnaire was sent to student participants to ensure that no techni-
cal or procedural fault (e.g., accidental muting of a microphone) had interfered
with the tutorial.

Overall, the data collected for this study consists of:

- Three short pre-process interviews with the teachers
- Three tutorials recorded with eyetracking data (German tutorial 17 minutes,
  Chinese tutorial 17 minutes, French tutorial 25 minutes)
- Three stimulated reflection interviews based on the gazeplot video and
  audio replay
- Researcher observation notes
- 12 short (3-item) questionnaires sent to student participants (the results from
  these did not affect the analysis presented here.)

The pre-process interviews were transcribed (transcription conventions can
be found in ) and analysed to establish a baseline of previous experience for the
teachers in terms of teaching, online teaching and familiarity with the
Blackboard Collaborate software. In the overall research process these inter-
views also served the purpose of easing the participants into the unfamiliar
laboratory environment and focussing them on their role as online language
teachers before the start of the tutorials.

The eyetracking data were analysed quantitatively using the Tobii soft-
ware. The fixation duration of the three teachers on different parts of
the screen was used to give an indication of attention on specific areas.
Areas of Interest (AoIs) were defined (see ), dividing the screen into technical,
social, and content sections. The logic of this division will become apparent,
but for a detailed justification and precise description, see Stickler and

The stimulated reflection interviews that took place after each teaching
session were analysed in two ways. Firstly, recurring types of reflection were
identified through content analysis. Two researchers coded and compared notes
until a level of agreement was found. Secondly, the most frequent category of
codes, Teaching Strategies, was analysed using Hampel and Stickler’s skills
pyramid (2005) to establish how previous experience related to reflection on
different skill levels. Participant checks with the three teachers were undertaken at every stage of the study and their comments were taken into account.

4 Results and findings

This section presents the findings derived from our mixed-method approach to investigating teacher attention and reflection during synchronous, multimodal, interactive tutorials.

4.1 Teachers’ gaze-focus during online tutorials

Our eyetracking data were collected during online tutorials and recorded each teacher’s gaze fixations. It showed that the time that teachers spent focusing on different areas of the interface varied with the phase of the tutorial (introduction, teaching, or goodbyes), their level of experience with online teaching and, more specifically, their familiarity with the software interface.

4.1.1 Teacher experience levels

Prior to their online sessions, the three teachers rated themselves and were rated by the researchers on their level of experience in three areas: language teaching, online teaching, and familiarity with the specific software interface used in this study. The first two were rated according to the number of years. For the specific software interface, as it was a fairly new introduction at the Open University, we counted the number of instances of active use. All three participants were very experienced language teachers. However, Valérie had never taught online before taking part in this study. Xiaomei was experienced in both online and face-to-face teaching, but had no familiarity with the new software. Only the German teacher, Ella, had used the online platform before. Table 1 provides an overview of experience levels.

Without any judgement on the teachers’ individual skills, their experience level as online language teachers can hence be classified as high (German/Ella), medium high (Chinese/Xiaomei) and low (French/Valérie).

4.1.2 Attention focus on Areas of Interest (AoSs)

Eyetracking visualisation showed how the teachers focused on each area of the screen. A heatmap of one screen of the French tutorial (see Figure 1) shows the
different parts of the interface: the audio and video window top left; the participants’ window underneath; the textchat box below that. In the central area, there is the whiteboard with teaching content; and in the bottom right corner the computer’s clock is displayed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tutor</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Teaching experience</th>
<th>Online teaching experience</th>
<th>Technical familiarity with software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ella</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomei</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valérie</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During an eight-minute section of the French tutorial, Valérie shifted her gaze frequently between the whiteboard, the list of participants, the video window, the textchat, the clock, and the icon for the microphone. Valérie’s gazeplot in Figure 2 below shows this.

To add concrete measurements to these impressions and to answer RQ 1, quantitative analysis of the eyetracking data was undertaken by dividing the screen into content, social and technical AoIs, explained below in Table 2.
During the teaching phase of the tutorial, the length of fixation on each of the different areas was measured and added up. The results are summarised in Table 3 below.

4.1.3 Attention focus in different phases of sessions

On closer inspection, the pattern is more complex, because online language tutorials, even for short sessions such as those investigated here, have

Figure 2: Valérie's gazeplot (see Stickler and Shi 2017).

Table 2: Definition of Areas of Interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of Interest</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>where the learning material is displayed</td>
<td>whiteboard (interactive, e.g., drag-and-drop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>where participants’ presence is represented</td>
<td>names; icons showing emotion, disagreement; video display window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>where participants activate communication modes</td>
<td>textchat; microphone; video broadcast button</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the teaching phase of the tutorial, the length of fixation on each of the different areas was measured and added up. The results are summarised in Table 3 below.

4.1.3 Attention focus in different phases of sessions

On closer inspection, the pattern is more complex, because online language tutorials, even for short sessions such as those investigated here, have
distinct phases of interaction. The recordings were divided into three phases to reflect this. The phases comprised: an introduction, where the tutor greets and welcomes students, a teaching phase, where content is presented and language taught, and the final phase where participants say goodbye. The beginning and end of tutorials are often overlooked in research, as they are considered only as framing, while the focus stays on the actual teaching phase of sessions. In this research, however, we show that introductions and goodbyes play a distinct role in online teaching, and that eyetracking data reveal unique patterns of fixation shifts for each phase of the tutorial.

4.1.4 Attention focus, experience levels and session phase

In analysing our data, the differences between novice and experienced online tutors became apparent; therefore, it is necessary to investigate this distinction further. Figures 3–5 show the shifting attention focus over the time of the tutorial for Ella (2), Xiaomei (3) and Valérie (4), respectively. Each point shows the amount of time spent on content, social or technical aspects as a percentage of total fixation duration in the “introduction”, “teaching” and “goodbyes” phases of each session.

The shift of fixation across phases (introduction, teaching and goodbyes) mirrors each teacher’s levels of experience with online teaching and with the software in use (see Table 1). Valérie, a novice in both the software in use and online teaching, spent more time focussing on technical AolIs than on social or teaching areas throughout the whole session. Xiaomei, who had taught online with different software focused more on social areas than technical ones, though her focus duration for content exceeded both these areas while she was teaching. Ella, who was experienced with online teaching and the software, spent a lower proportion of her time looking at technical areas than either of the others in all three phases, and displayed a very pronounced emphasis on content while teaching.

Table 3: Comparison of attention focus during teaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of Interest (AoI)</th>
<th>Ella</th>
<th>Xiaomi</th>
<th>Valérie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>63.4 %</td>
<td>51.0 %</td>
<td>33.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>24.7 %</td>
<td>30.6 %</td>
<td>27.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>11.9 %</td>
<td>18.5 %</td>
<td>38.6 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The shift of attention from social to content areas and back again follows the flow of the tutorial from introductions to content to goodbyes. The shift between different areas of interest is more pronounced for the two more technically experienced teachers, while for Valérie, her attention to technical areas makes any shift between social areas and teaching content less evident.

Figure 3: Shifting attention focus of Ella during German tutorial.

Figure 4: Shifting attention focus of Xiaomei during Chinese tutorial.

The shift of attention from social to content areas and back again follows the flow of the tutorial from introductions to content to goodbyes. The shift between different areas of interest is more pronounced for the two more technically experienced teachers, while for Valérie, her attention to technical areas makes any shift between social areas and teaching content less evident.
4.1.5 Reasons for differences in attention focus

To find out underlying reasons for any observed difference, the data from the stimulated reflection interviews were also taken into account.

During the teaching phase of her tutorial, Valérie paid comparatively more attention to the technical areas than the other two (38.6% overall) and also a little more to the social areas than Ella (27.9% as compared to 24.7%); see Table 3 above. One of the reasons she gave for focussing on the participants’ window (social area) and the microphone button (technical area) was to ensure that the technical limitations of the software did not interfere with her teaching:

But I am also looking at the microphone which, < ... > because I allowed only three multiple speakers, to see how that worked, so I had to keep an eye on the participants’ window to make sure not everyone was occupying the three available microphones so that’s why you find that, and also I found difficult to try to remember to click on and off my microphone, so there are times when I realise that my microphone isn’t on. So I have to repeat what I was saying into the microphone!

(Valérie, stimulated reflection (SR) interview)

Though an experienced online language teacher, Xiaomei spent approximately one-fifth of her attention (18.5%) on the technical area during teaching, mainly the microphone button. This was because she was not familiar with the interface.
of Blackboard Collaborate where the position of the microphone button was
different from that of the online teaching platform she had used before. There
were a few occasions where she forgot to click the microphone button before
talking to learners. She described this problem during her SR interview:

I think I probably focus quite a lot on the technical part because this thing is pretty new,
the OU Live\textsuperscript{1} is new and I am used to using Elluminate, in Elluminate I think every time I
need to click ‘talk’ and ‘switch it off’ button otherwise the students cannot, so I was busy
kind of switching it off and on < ... >

(Xiaomei, SR interview)

Xiaomei here became increasingly aware of the potential problem caused by the
microphone button, and tried especially hard to ensure she clicked it when
necessary, which led to longer fixation duration, as revealed by the eyetracking
data. In her reflections, she stated: “in order to give them [the students] feed-
back you have to be really good with the technical functions of the software, I
think” (Xiaomei, SR interview).

As the most experienced online tutor, who was also highly familiar with
Blackboard Collaborate, the German teacher’s attention focus mapped out an
approximately triangular pattern moving repeatedly from content to technical to
social areas. Ella identified and described this during her stimulated recall
interview. She said, “it [my gaze] goes sort of in a triangle almost, whiteboard,
mic, participants etcetera” (Ella, SR interview).

A closer look at her fixation duration data shows that she spent a consider-
able part of her attention (24.7\%) on social areas, observing and responding to
what was going on during the tutorial via different indicators offered by the
interface. Her explanation for this is the following:

< ... > each time I find it really important, each time you get a non-verbal sign off a student
you have got to, uh, acknowledge it, definitely, if it is a smiley face or you just say “thank
you for the smiley” etcetera, you have got to acknowledge you have seen it, the smiley
face, uh yeah the non-verbal sign, that’s why you can see. < ... > Okay that’s what I am
doing

(Ella, SR interview)

These short extracts from the interviews show not only that the teachers are
aware of their need to focus on different areas of the screen and can explain the
reasons behind them, but also how the eyetracking visualisation can support
reflection.

\textsuperscript{1} The teachers in our study sometimes called Blackboard Collaborate “OU Live”, in reference to
a customised version of the software adapted to the needs of the Open University.
4.2 Teachers’ reflections stimulated through eyetracking replay

After their online tutorials, teachers took part in stimulated reflection interviews with the eyetracking recordings and interviewer questions as stimulus, producing detailed and deep reflections. To answer RQ 2 (What teacher reflections are stimulated by observing eyetracking replay of their teaching?) researchers coded transcripts of teacher reflections, following a grounded approach. We found different types of reflections and explanations, the majority of which were devoted to teaching strategies. These latter were further subjected to thematic analysis, with categories based on the pre-defined levels of the online teaching skills pyramid (Hampel and Stickler 2005).

4.2.1 Types of teacher reflections

Using a grounded approach (“bottom-up” analysis), teachers’ reflections were grouped into different categories. The codes and categories developed organically during the process of analysis carried out by two of the three authors. The following are examples of the types of reflections identified, followed by definitions and explanations.

Explaining the Eye Focus (EF)

During the stimulated reflection interview, participants developed the habit of explaining to the researcher or interviewer where their eyes were focusing and why. For example, Ella explained: “you can see my eyes are all over the place, you can see I am just checking here, over there, yeah. I am just checking, is everything there.” This type of explanation was coded as Explaining the Eye Focus (EF) and defined as: “an attempt to explain the video recording and gazeplot, helping the researcher and/or helping themselves understand what they were doing.” Typical verbal expressions during the EF are phrases like “you see”, “look”, “can you see”, and the word “explain” was used explicitly.

Reflections on the Research Process (RP)

Reflections on the Research Process (RP) were less frequent; here is a typical example:

2 Typical questions are “Right, so here at the beginning what were you doing here?”
Uuhhm, I don’t know I think it’s, because it’s not a normal situation, I think, and we had only what, 10, 15 minutes and, uh, I was conscious that the next screen was interactive so <...> I – and for you! I thought – whereas, otherwise in a normal teaching situation I might have opened a blank screen and written down “j’habite à Milton Keynes, en Angleterre, j’habite à Pau, en France” – and given them an extra 10 minutes to do that, you know, but with this situation I <hhh>, I just stuck to my guns, so that’s why I’m not sure whether or not I would have done that in a real situation [...]

(Valérie, SR interview)

This consciously taking the research situation into account is defined as “the teacher thinking about how the research is impacting on teaching or how the eyetracking can enhance reflection.” Typical expressions used are “my eyes”, “in a normal situation”.

**Reflections on Online Teaching (OT)**

*Reflections on Online Teaching* (OT) were quite frequent during these stimulated reflection interviews, not surprisingly, as the participants were well aware of our research questions. A typical reflection is Xiaomei’s focus on the complexity of online teaching:

That’s kind of the reality of online teaching and there is a lot of things to do, you know, you have to have half of the brain is on the content, you make sure students understand, make sure students understand what to do, how well they did. But the other half of your brain it seems you have to give them feedback ...

(Xiaomei, SR interview)

Characteristic of this type of reflection is the explicit focus on the medium; OT is defined as “talking about what makes online teaching different, how the technical side of online teaching impacts on teacher behaviour”. Typical expressions include “on the screen”, “I always”, “online”.

A subcategory of OT, *Reflection on Online Teaching Interface* (OTi), appears once for each of the teachers, and shows an explicit focus on the online interface (“I think it would be better actually the button made into red, so if it is red you definitely know that it is something on”; Xiaomei, SR interview). Going beyond just explaining what they are doing online or reflecting on the skills used, the teachers start thinking about the suitability of the interface and making technical suggestions for improvement or changes that would make online teaching more convenient.

**Teaching Strategies for online teaching (TS)**

During coding, it became apparent that the majority of reflections were devoted to strategies for online teaching. The teachers reflected on how they used the interface to interact with their learners and how they projected their teaching
persona through the online medium. As this category is dealt with separately in Section 4.2.2, and analysed in detail according to the different levels of the online teaching skills pyramid (Hampel and Stickler 2005, 2015), here we present just one short example from Ella’s reflections:

I need to see whether the students are understanding, what students click on, the smiley etcetera, so I usually have always the students in vision, that’s really, really important to me …

Minus Teaching Strategies (TS-)
Where the focus is on something missing from the online environment or a lack of fit between existing teaching skills and the interface provided, the coding is recorded as TS- (TS minus). This does not indicate a lack of teaching skills; on the contrary, this code occurred when highly skilled face-to-face teachers wanted to use their skills in the online environment but could not. Here is a typical example from Valérie’s stimulated reflection interview:

I would have probably in a face-to-face situation I would have stopped on that, probably introduced “en France, en Ingleterre, en Autriche” – but really as a kind of, just picking up on their own countries, nothing more, and built it in.

(Valérie, SR interview)

The use of conditionals, “would” or “could”, typically alerted researchers to this type of reflection. TS- was defined as: “a reflection on the constraints of online teaching, a speculative or potential teaching strategy, reflection on something that could have happened /would have been employed in a ‘normal’ or face-to-face situation. Focus on personal or technical constraints or lack of experience.”

Reflection on Teaching (T)
The final category, Reflection on Teaching (T), shows how the stimulated reflection and participation in the eyetracking experiment helped teachers to become more aware of their teaching, and gave them a stage to voice their pedagogical beliefs. T and its sub-category Teaching Beliefs (Tb) were coded where the focus was not on online teaching specifically, and the reflection went beyond the specific skill needed in the immediate context. A typical example from Xiaomei reads like this:

I kind of have a hypothesis, you know, that the teacher may still carry the same teaching style, for example, if a teacher like me uses a lot of gestures, facial expressions, umm, even I am teaching online my students are not face me, my students are far, far away I still do a lot of facial changes, moving of my hands, smiles, you know, maybe I am kind of trying to
imagine my students just there, just there, so yes I think maybe, you know, the teaching online does not change your teaching style, you know, which you developed from teaching classroom or your communication skills or your personality I think.

(Xiaomei, SR interview)

Defined as “reflection on general teaching pedagogy, teaching intentions, language teaching”, these reflections are often introduced by statements like “this is what I am doing”, evaluations like “a good session”, or specific evaluations on the students’ learning, such as “she is learning”, “he is speaking”. The subcategory Teaching beliefs (Tb) often included meta-language like “communicative”, “teaching style”, or “personality”.

After the open coding of the teachers’ reflections, the frequencies and percentages were tabulated (see Table 4). Ella mainly reflected on teaching strategies (TS) (51.9 %), explaining her own eye-movement (EF) (19.5 %), and online teaching (OT) including her thoughts on the interface (OTi) (10.4 %). Xiaomei’s reflections were mainly about teaching strategies (TS) (58.1 %), eye movement (EF) (14.5 %), and strategies she could have used that were constrained by the environment (TS-) (12.9 %). Valérie’s reflections were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflections</th>
<th>Ella</th>
<th>Xiaomei</th>
<th>Valérie</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explaining the Eye Focus (EF)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(19.5 %)</td>
<td>(14.5 %)</td>
<td>(9.0 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on the Research Process (RP)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.2 %)</td>
<td>(1.6 %)</td>
<td>(3.8 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on Online Teaching (OT)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.1 %)</td>
<td>(4.8 %)</td>
<td>(19.2 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on Online Teaching, specifically the interface (OTi)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3 %)</td>
<td>(1.6 %)</td>
<td>(1.3 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Strategies for online teaching (TS)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(51.9 %)</td>
<td>(58.1 %)</td>
<td>(35.9 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Teaching Strategies (TS-)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.6 %)</td>
<td>(12.9 %)</td>
<td>(28.2 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on Teaching (T)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.8 %)</td>
<td>(4.8 %)</td>
<td>(1.3 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection on Teaching, specifically teaching beliefs (Tb)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3 %)</td>
<td>(1.6 %)</td>
<td>(1.3 %)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.3 %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>77</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dominated by thoughts on teaching strategies she had used (TS) (35.9 %) and those she could not realise online (TS-) (28.2 %), as well as online teaching (OT) (19.2 %).

Interpreting reflections on teaching strategies, teaching and teaching beliefs (TS, T, Tb) as positive ideas, and grouping those reflections that emphasise differences between face-to-face teaching and online teaching (OT, OTi, TS-) as negative, highlights teacher attitude to the online environment. The emphasis placed by the technically less experienced teachers on the constraints of the online learning environment can be seen clearly in Figure 6.

4.2.2 Teaching strategies

From Tables 4 and 6, one can see that nearly half of all tutor reflections were focussed on Teaching Strategies (TS) (104 out 217 in total) and that this was therefore the most prominent theme of reflections. Skills relating to these teaching strategies were categorised using the pyramid of online teaching skills first developed by Hampel and Stickler (2005). Choosing this more detailed categorisation, rather than the more recent version of the pyramid of skills (Stickler and Hampel 2015) that merges levels, allowed a more fine-grained analysis, particularly distinguishing between reflections on the two highest levels (creativity and choice vs. own style) and including the category “basic technical skills” important to this study.
To illustrate the difference between basic ICT competence (Level 1) and software specific skills (Level 2), here are two examples from Valérie’s recall interview:

Level 1
checking the clock again. Uhm < ... >, just going round things to see if anyone is interacting or anyone doing anything anywhere, the clock again!

(Valérie, SR interview)

Level 2
Just checking the microphone all the time to make sure I’m clicked on [...]

(Valérie, SR interview)

Whereas the first reflection refers to basic skills, like taking in all the different areas of the screen, much as a face-to-face teacher would ensure she had all areas of the classroom visible to her, the second reflection specifically mentions the necessity to have the microphone button in the “on” or “talk” position so that students can hear the teacher when she is speaking. Not all video conferencing tools have this particular setting, and the reflection shows that the teacher paid attention to her specific environment.

On the two highest levels of online teaching skills, the teachers provide some impressive examples of making the most of the online environment, showing that they are clearly aware of the choices they make when selecting teaching strategies and teaching materials (Level 6), and ensuring that their own style is transparent in their teaching (Level 7). There follow two examples from Xiaomei, and two from Ella’s reflections:

Level 6
yeah, yeah, yeah but I thought maybe some students will uh, because when I planned this session I thought “oh maybe someone will finish early or find it too easy” so I put 2 extra slides in there, then Ma Li actually just made that mistake so I can actually show everybody

(Xiaomei, SR interview)

Level 7
The only thing is, yeah because when I teach, even though it is online, and now I am teaching with the camera I teach with hands and feet, honestly

(Ella, SR interview)

This extract shows a second example where Xiaomei describes a level 7 skill. Her comments are presented alongside the extract from the tutorial recording that stimulated them.
The overall results for different skill levels for all three teachers are shown in Figure 7. Comparing the reflections of the three teachers analysed according to the different levels of the online teaching skills pyramid shows that more time is spent reflecting on lower levels of the pyramid by the less technically experienced tutors; the higher the skill and confidence with technology and software, the more reflections were made on style and personalising teaching.

5 Discussion

Bringing together our findings with existing literature, we now start drawing inferences from the data revealing teachers’ attention during synchronous online language tutorials and their reflection.

5.1 Teacher attention

The eyetracking data showed that the online language teachers constantly shifted their attention around different areas of the screen. They focussed not
only on content-related areas, but also on technical tools and on-screen functions facilitating online socialisation. This evidence of the need to maintain awareness of different aspects of the learning space confirms that online language teaching is a challenging task (Wang et al. 2010), requiring a set of particular skills (e.g. Guichon 2009; Levy et al. 2009).

The most experienced online tutor in this study was Ella, the German teacher. Her attention focus on the screen followed a triangular pattern, moving between content, technical and social areas regularly and repeatedly. This finding is in line with what Levy et al. (2009) observed in their study: that online teachers needed to regularly “scan” different parts of the screen. Moreover, in our study, Ella who was highly aware of this pattern, consciously carried out this behaviour as part of her strategic approach to online teaching. This shows that, as a competent online teacher, she is fully aware of the strategies she uses.

In this study, we revealed that variations of eye focus on different parts of the screen are related to teachers’ experience of online teaching in general or of using a particular e-platform. The teacher least familiar with online teaching tools had to spend more time on technology-related features of the screen (e.g. buttons, icons), while teachers with more online teaching experience could focus more on the teaching content, as well as on establishing social contacts.
with students. This is likely to make online teaching more engaging. Our findings helped to prove the veracity of Levy and his colleagues’ claim that online tutors need “extensive exposure and practice in online pedagogical strategies and techniques in order to become fluent and confident in this environment” (Levy et al. 2009: 33).

The proportion of teachers’ attention on social areas during their online tutorials ranged from 24.7% to 30.6%, which is slightly higher than the proportion of students’ attention on the same areas (20.52%) discovered in Stickler and Shi’s previous study (2015). These high proportions emphasise the importance of social aspects of online teaching for both teachers and students. Teachers, however, are clearly aware of the limitations of online teaching and try to compensate for the loss of non-verbal cues (Hampel and Stickler 2012).

Our data further revealed that the more technically experienced online teachers used the opening and closing period of the tutorial as a time to engage students socially (e.g., welcoming students verbally or sending emoticons at the end of the online session). By contrast, the teacher who was unfamiliar with online teaching had to spend more time and attention on technical aspects; this is in line with findings by Sun (2011) who focuses in her study on the communication breakdown caused by technical problems in online language classes. By applying our novel segmentation of online tutorials into Introduction, Teaching and Goodbyes, we have shown the importance of framing elements to the actual teaching events. We hope this will encourage researchers to pay more attention to the wider social context of online teaching. It also helps to confirm our teachers’ intuitive understanding of proper framing to create a friendly online learning environment.

### 5.2 Teacher reflection

Reflective practice (Schön 1987) has been a key concept in many teacher training programmes, including ones for online language teachers (e.g. Guichon 2009; Wang et al. 2010). In this study, reflections stimulated by teachers watching the re-play of their eye movement provided rich insights into their thoughts and strategies during online teaching.

The three teachers in the study reflected on a wide range of topics: on their teaching strategies; on the impact of the research process on their teaching; on their teaching and teaching beliefs; and on the constraints and opportunities of the online environment. This echoes Guichon’s suggestion that encouraging reflection could help teachers to develop meta-cognitive strategies and to
“regulate their own activity and act efficiently in the identification and the resolution of professional [dilemmas]” (Guichon 2009: 181).

Moreover, the form of reflection differs with teachers’ levels of online experience: the novice online teacher focuses more on the deficit and difficulties of online teaching, constantly comparing it to the possibilities of face-to-face classes (28.2% of Valérie’s reflections are dedicated to deficiencies or TS-). Reflection on teaching online (OT), i.e., on the specific medium rather than the pedagogy or didactics, also played a large role in her reflection interview. The two more experienced online teachers, however, dedicated more of their reflections to Teaching Strategies (TS) and to reflections on teaching (T) in general.

This can be seen as an indication of the process of “normalization” (Bax 2003): when technology is still relatively novel, the teacher is busy thinking about options available to her, constantly searching for substitutions for her highly skilled and strategized face-to-face teaching procedures. When technology becomes more familiar, it fades into the background of reflections, only brought to the fore where – as in the case of Xiaomei – a sudden shift in organisation of the interface interferes with the normal process.

Once the technology is normalized, as in the case of Ella, reflection shifts to teaching strategies, pedagogy, and even to helping the researcher understand the eye focus (20%) and reflect on the process of researching (5%). Only 3% (2 statements) of Ella’s reflections are concerned with deficits in the online environment, with things she cannot do in the same way as in a face-to-face class. The variation displaying different skill levels of these teachers is in line with Hampel and Stickler’s research (2005, 2015).

In the current study, teachers’ reflections largely focussed on the teaching strategies they applied during their online tutorials. Around 10% of teaching strategies that Valérie recalled were related to ICT skills (Level 1), while for more experienced teachers, the percentage was under 3%. More than a third of experienced teachers’ comments on teaching strategies related to the highest level of online teaching skill – “own style”. It would seem natural that, if a teacher is struggling with the basic technical functions of an online platform, the time and space left for them to be creative is reduced. Our findings confirmed the ongoing importance of ICT skills (especially familiarity with a particular teaching platform) for an online teacher despite the fact that the use of technology is now seen as a norm. This finding contradicts Stickler and Hampel (2015) who removed basic ICT skills from the skills pyramid as a factor because they are already taken for granted. In Guichon’s study (2009), he holds that ICT skills are “infused” in the different skills required for online teaching. Our study shows that technical skills
remain prominent and deserving of attention in their own right in online language teaching.

In relating the teaching strategies discussed by the three teachers with the skills pyramid (Hampel and Stickler 2005) we have managed to show how experience is a relevant factor in determining the skill levels deployed in online teaching. Although the development of online teaching skills is by no means linear, it is “difficult for a teacher to show creative use of a medium for language learning and teaching that s/he is not very familiar with” (Stickler and Hampel 2015: 65).

5.3 Mixed-method inferences

Positioning our research in a sociocultural framework (Lantolf 2000; Lantolf and Thorne 2007; Vygotsky 1978), it is important to enrich eyetracking as a data collection method with introspective methods allowing insights into teachers’ experiences. The reflection data also confirmed and triangulated eyetracking data. For example, the eyetracking data showed that, during the teaching phase of her tutorial, 11.9% of Ella’s attention was on technical areas of the screen. Her reflections on TS- and OT were roughly the same total amount (2.6% plus 9.1%). Overall, the combination of research methods generated rich data and in-depth findings, and increased the validity of this study.

Through a sociocultural perspective, the learning opportunities for participants in this study should also not be overlooked. From the teachers’ reflective interviews, one can see that all the participants were already highly reflective and expressed an awareness of the teaching strategies they used. In prompting reflection on their teaching practices, this research may have helped them to develop even further as online teachers (see, e.g., Guichon 2009; Hampel and Stickler 2015; Wang et al. 2010). This is an avenue to explore further in future studies: how we can utilise eyetracking as a method for enhanced teacher reflection and to support teachers’ continuing professional development.

For educators following a behaviourist tradition, the quantitative analysis of eyetracking in our study will be informative, whereas teacher trainers working in the reflective tradition (Schön 1987) will be able to appreciate the findings gathered from our reflective interviews. Rooted in sociocultural theory, we claim a position that spans from the material base of learning exemplified in quantitative eyetracking data to the world of ideas represented in practitioners’ reflections on strategic decisions. Our data are taken from language teaching contexts, but transferable to all educational settings where dialogue is the centre of knowledge building (Mercer 2000): successful educational dialogues rely on
establishing rapport between learners and more advanced peers (Daniels 2007; Vygotsky 1978). Building rapport is one of the teaching skills we investigated. Another is the use of different interaction patterns for different phases of the tutorial – introductions, content-focussed phases and farewells are all relevant to creating an atmosphere conducive to learning. Skills supporting successful communication as exemplified by our language teachers can thus be transferred to any other teaching subject.

6 Conclusion

Our research set out to discover what was going on in the minds of online language tutors during synchronous online tutorials. We have interpreted our data using the frameworks of normalization (Bax 2003) and online teaching skills (Hampel and Stickler 2005). As stated previously and confirmed by our research, online language teachers are highly skilled and highly self-aware.

6.1 Implications of our study

Based on our findings, we can draw the following conclusions about online teaching processes:

- Our unique combination of methods (see Section 3 and Stickler and Shi 2017) has allowed us to collect rich data about teachers’ attention focus and reflections, thus opening a window onto their minds as they are engaged with online language teaching.

- By segmenting online teaching sessions in three parts (Introduction, Teaching, Goodbyes), we bring to the fore the importance of framing teaching events in a social learning context recognising learners’ affective and pedagogical needs.

- The use of stimulated reflection, i.e. interviews based around a replay of eyetracking data, can triangulate and confirm findings from pure eyetracking. In our case the interview data show that more experienced tutors spend more time on attending to social and content areas (see Table 3) and reflect more frequently about online teaching skills at a higher level of the online teaching skills pyramid (see Figure 7).

- Different degrees of normalization of online language teaching are achieved through practitioners’ experience with the specific tool used as discussed in Sections 4.1.4 and 5.2. However, there is no link between the general level of
expertise (i.e. theoretical knowledge of the field) and normalization (see Table 1).

- “Normalized” online teaching seems to free cognitive faculties for dealing with other factors of language teaching, for example, social factors or questions of teachers’ individual style (see Figure 7).

- Figure 6 shows that the reflections of the less experienced online language teacher are centred around things that cannot be done in the online classroom (“negativity”) and on differences between online and face-to-face teaching (“difference”).

The study as a whole provides evidence that although expertise in language teaching and knowledge of the specific technical environments are desirable (and probably necessary) conditions for becoming an online language teacher, they are not sufficient: online teaching experience is essential and therefore should be part of every teacher training programme (see also Levy et al. 2009).

6.2 Limitations and future research

We are aware of certain limitations of our study. Although eyetracking generates substantial data even from just one short experiment, for a quantitative study the number of participants would be too small. Another limitation is our implicit reliance on the eye-mind hypothesis: this fundamental claim that eyetracking tells us anything valuable about users’ attention focus has been questioned (Posner 1980, 2014). Casting doubt on the eye-mind-hypothesis could thus undermine the validity of our quantitative data. However, the findings based on teachers’ reflections are independent of it and the teachers’ explanations of gazeplots suggest that eyetracking does give indications of attention focus that coincide with teachers’ perceptions of their own actions.

Reflection on teaching, although it is highly valued as part of teacher development and practitioner research (e.g., Schön 1987), is also not without its detractors (Korthagen 2016) and may not be fully appreciated as a research method. In our methodology we rely on the self-awareness, reflectiveness and honesty of our participants. Without their frank and open contributions, we could not claim any insight into the workings of teachers’ minds.

Lastly, our research is based on tutorials that are not part of the standard teaching process. Student volunteers were invited, and the tutorial was offered as additional, voluntary speaking practice. Therefore the cohesion and familiarity present in many online learning groups was not part of this set-up.
To confirm our findings, future studies should allow for more variation in teachers’ experience levels. On the basis of our study, we would argue that predominantly reflecting on negativity and difference might be a necessary stage in the development of a skilful online language teacher but this would merit further research. For future investigations of online teaching it would also be desirable to take a more authentic approach to tutorials and online learning groups, and to combine understanding of a teacher’s perspective with simultaneous learner reflections.

Our innovative combination of research methods has enabled us to contribute to the understanding of online teaching processes. We hope that our conclusions will influence future online teaching practices and related training for languages, and also for other subjects. Because of the growing demand for online teaching that achieves the highest possible skill level, our findings have the potential to change the way we teach, train and research, to the benefit to the ever-growing community of online teachers and teacher trainers.
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Appendix A. Transcription conventions

./ = self-interruption
< ... > indicates longer pause
? = intonation up at the end <rough indication only>
<??> incomprehensible
<hhh> audible sigh
Bionotes
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